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Route Computation Methods Based On Node Type In Mixed Node Control Plane
Networks
ABSTRACT
In mixed node control plane networks, the existing path computation methods on source
nodes doesn’t implicitly give precedence to a particular node type/product type. There are
some use cases where customers may prefer to route SNCs through a specific node type
and avoid other node types due to a plurality of reasons.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION
Many customers are likely to have mixed node types having interoperable control planes,
i.e a plurality of different platforms in the same control plane network. There is likely
possibility of having Reconfigurable Line Systems (RLS) as well as other platforms as
part of the same network in the future.
Current methods are static in nature and cumbersome/difficult to plan in big control
networks having lots of connections. The current methods are explicit/user controlled and
have to be configured at multiple Levels, i.e OVPNs need to be configured at all Links
and Secure Network Communications (SNCs) on a network which is very complex when
network/SNC connections are big.
Customers may prefer to route SNCs through a specific node type and avoid other node
types due to below reasons.
•

•

•

Different feature set implementations across products/Functionality
disadvantages on mixed nodes: - for Many CP features, there is no complete
parity between different platforms. For example one platform supports SNCP
pinch point functionality whereas another does not. In Mixed control networks, if
pinch point usage is critical for customers, they would like to use one platform
Node/link pairs end to end/maximally to take full advantage of features and avoid
node link pairs. Current path computations don’t implicitly handle that.
Avoiding Network/Bandwidth fragmentation: - some platforms with USS
support higher client/line rates i.e currently 400Gbe client and Higher
OTUCn/800G network side, other platforms support lower clients/network side
rates. Letting lower client rates use higher USSM OTUCn network side links with
existing path computations methods can fragment the network and, in some
cases, impacting higher client rate (i.e 400Gbe) traffic resiliency due to nonavailability/BW fragmentation of OTUCn lines. Customers may want to use one
platform node types for lower clients for efficient network bandwidth usage.
Current available methods to limit/control mesh on specified lines (such as
OVPN/Static DTLs etc) are explicit/cumbersome and difficult to deploy/manage
at large network scale.
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•

Migration Challenges– some platforms are getting more evolved. Customers
might want to move onto advanced platforms in the future from previous
platforms in mixed networks. Routing SNCs based on evolved platform node type
will help them migrate from other platforms automatically without much manual
intervention.

Proposed Solutions:The proposed solution is to give user provisioned options to let customers enable Route
Computation based on node type at SNC level. Default option will be disabled for
backwards compatibility.
There 2 solutions described bellow on NE or MCP side and either or both of them can be
implemented to give flexibility to customers.
NE implementation.
• Propose to add new feature/support in Routing criteria option at SNC level where
“Node type route computation” will be additional parameter along with option to
choose a particular node type for route computations.
• New computation will kick in when a user enables this feature and node type
routing precedence will be given ahead of Admin weight/Latency. Other
constraints such as Admin weight/latency will apply on paths meeting node type
constraint.
• The additional implementation by software is needed only at a source node
where it will apply user provisioned “node type” filter on paths returned by
existing path computation algorithms – There is no additional routing/signaling
overhead needed to implement this feature as no new changes in
routing/signaling PTSE is required.
• Idea is not to restrict to always use same node types. Options of Mandatory/best
effort/disabled are proposed for backward capability and better SNC/traffic
management. Below are expected behaviors when a user selects node type
route computations with Mandatory/best effort/disabled.
o Mandatory “Node type” routing criteria – Route will be returned only if end
to end routes with same node type are available.
o Best Effort – precedence will be given to user supplied node type, if not all
links are available with supplied node type, path retuned can be mix node
types but still PCE would return paths having max number of links
satisfying user supplied node type option.
o Disabled – Legacy path computation implementation. No route
computation based on node type will be done.
MCP Based implementation.
• MCP based implementation can be proposed where MCP can provide filtered
options on top of existing/visible OSRP databases to show node/link pairs based
on user supplied “node type” option.
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•
•

DTLs/Routing list can be created by users or dynamically via MCP on filtered list
of links of specified node type for a particular SNC.
The Particular SNC can be routed/regroomed on new DTLset having specified
node type by MCP/user.

The present disclosure provides the following:
• Implicit method of route computation at source node based on node type.
• User provisioned options to enable Route computation based on node types.
• Better control on SNCs using feature sets supported on a particular node type
than other node types in mixed networks.
• NE level and MCP level implementation.
It will be appreciated that some embodiments described herein may include one or more
generic or specialized processors (“one or more processors”) such as microprocessors,
digital signal processors, customized processors, and Field-Programmable Gate Arrays
(FPGAs) and unique stored program instructions (including both software and firmware)
that control the one or more processors to implement, in conjunction with certain nonprocessor circuits, some, most, or all of the functions of the methods and/or systems
described herein. Alternatively, some or all functions may be implemented by a state
machine that has no stored program instructions, or in one or more Application-Specific
Integrated Circuits (ASICs), in which each function or some combinations of certain of the
functions are implemented as custom logic. Of course, a combination of the
aforementioned approaches may be used. Moreover, some embodiments may be
implemented as a non-transitory computer-readable storage medium having computerreadable code stored thereon for programming a computer, server, appliance, device,
etc. each of which may include a processor to perform methods as described and claimed
herein. Examples of such computer-readable storage mediums include, but are not
limited to, a hard disk, an optical storage device, a magnetic storage device, a ROM (Read
Only Memory), a PROM (Programmable Read-Only Memory), an EPROM (Erasable
Programmable Read-Only Memory), an EEPROM (Electrically Erasable Programmable
Read-Only Memory), Flash memory, and the like. When stored in the non-transitory
computer-readable medium, the software can include instructions executable by a
processor that, in response to such execution, cause a processor or any other circuitry to
perform a set of operations, steps, methods, processes, algorithms, etc.
Although the present disclosure has been illustrated and described herein with reference
to preferred embodiments and specific examples thereof, it will be readily apparent to
those of ordinary skill in the art that other embodiments and examples may perform similar
functions and/or achieve like results. All such equivalent embodiments and examples are
within the spirit and scope of the present disclosure.
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